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Spencer Hill Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Masters of the Veil: Book One of
the Veil Trilogy, Daniel A. Cohen, Life can't get much better for Sam Lock. Popular, good-looking,
and with a future as a professional football player - every guy at Stanton High School wishes he
were Sam. That is, until his championship football game, when Sam accidentally links with an
ancient source of energy known as the Veil and reveals his potential to become a powerful sorcerer.
Sam is whisked off to Atlas Crown, a community of sorcerers who utilise the Veil as a part of
everyday life. Once there, he trains beside a mute boy who speaks through music, an eternal sage
who is the eyes and ears of the Veil, and a beautiful girl who is pretty sure Sam is an idiot. As it
becomes clear Sam is meant for power magic-the most feared and misunderstood form of sorcerypeople beyond Atlas Crown learn of his dangerous potential. An exiled group of power sorcerers are
eager to recruit Sam, believing that he is destined to help them achieve their long-held goal. If they
succeed, they could bring about the downfall of not only Atlas...
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Reviews
The book is fantastic and great. It normally will not cost an excessive amount of. I am just easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a published
ebook.
-- Edg a r Witting
A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch
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